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Abstract
In this paper we will compare and contrast some of the newer methods with some of the
established methods in the field of object-oriented software engineering. The methods re-
viewed are Solution-Based Modelling, Business Object Notation and Object Behaviour
Analysis. The new methods offer new solutions and ideas to issues such as object identi-
fication from scenarios, traceability supporting techniques, criteria for phase completion
and method support for reliability. Although all these contributions, we identified some
issues, particular design for dynamic binding, that still have to be taken into account in an
object-oriented method.

1. Introduction
The past years have seen the emergence of quite a number of different methods for object-
oriented development. Although many of them have now been applied and tested on many
real-world projects from which experience reports have been published, the software
manager is still facing a daunting task when he is to select the best method for his organ-
isation. Furthermore, the area is still evolving and new methods continue to appear every
year. A major problem is that terminology and style of presentation make the methods
look more different than they really are, thereby obscuring the truly differentiating issues.

In this paper we will evaluate some recently published object-oriented methods and high-
light those features which are truly innovative contributions. The methods which have
been studied are [Gol92], [Ner93],[Rub 92].

- Solution-Based Modelling (SBM) by Goldstein and Alger,

- Business Object Notation (BON) by Nerson and Walden,

- Object Behaviour Analysis (OBA) by Rubin and Goldberg

These methods are compared and contrasted with some of the already established meth-
ods, [Boo90], [Coa90], [Coa92],[Jac92],[Rum91]

- Object-Oriented Design by Booch (OOD)

- Object-Oriented Analysis and Design by Coad and Yourdon (OOAD)

- Object-Oriented Modelling and Design (OMT) by Rumbaugh et al.

- Objectory by Jacobson et al.

- Responsibility-Driven Design (RDD) by Wirfs-Brock et al.
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A number of comparisons of all these methods have already been published, and we will
use some of these as the baseline for our evaluation of the new methods

2. A view of established methods

2.1  Introduction

The Booch, Coad/Yourdon, OMT, RDD and Objectory methods are all object-oriented
methods that have received a broad acceptance in the field object-oriented software de-
velopment. These four methods have a lot in common and the differences are more in
terms of detail, emphasize and comprehensiveness. A short summary of each method is
given in the following sections.The commonalities of these well-known object-oriented
methods can be described in the following condensed way [Mon92]

- Identification of classes
- Identification of attributes
- Identification of behaviour (i.e methods)
- Identification of relationships (e. g aggregation, generalization)
- Placement of classes
- Placement of attributes
- Placement of behaviour (i.e methods)
- Specification of behaviour (i.e message passing)
- Optimization of classes

These steps are supposed to be performed in an iterative way for all the methods and not
in the listed sequential order. All the four methods are missing one or a few of the steps.

Identification of semantic classes, attributes, methods and relationships are parts of each
object-oriented methods.Another common issue is the placement of attributes, behaviour
(methods) and relationships in the class hierarchies. Specification of behaviour (i.e mes-
sage passing) and optimization of classes are included in an object-oriented method too.

2.2  The established methods

The Booch method

The Booch method uses the following process: Identify objects, Identify semantics of the
objects, Identify relationships and finally Implement and iterate.

Identifying objects is the step which involves finding key abstractions in the problem do-
main and the first set of classes and attributes. During the identify the semantics step, the
developer has to decide on the behaviour of the classes (i.e the methods) and the interac-
tion between classes and objects (i.e specification of behaviour). Here state transition di-
agrams are used to model the states for the object. The specification of behaviour is mod-
elled using timing diagrams, (temporal constraints in the system), in conjunction with ob-
ject diagrams (the interaction between objects).

In the identification of relationships step both static and dynamic relationships are mod-
elled. The relationships covered are uses, instantiates, inherits (generalisation) and meta-
class for classes and for objects there are association and containing (aggregation) rela-
tionships.
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Regarding placement of class, attributes and behaviour the Booch method only handles
the placement of behaviour.

The final step implement and iterate handles the implementation and it also covers the op-
timization of classes aspect.

The Booch method covers all the commonalities of an object-oriented method except
placement of classes and attributes.

The Coad/Yourdon method

The Coad/Yourdon method uses five layers and activities to define and document the re-
quired system behaviour, input and output. The subject layer identifies logical groupings
of classes. The class and object layer identifies roles, systems, stored information etc. of
significance to the system being modelled. The structure layer identifies hierarchies and
components of individual structures. Finally, the attribute layer identifies the attributes of
each class and the service layer the behaviour required by the objects.

The identification of classes, attributes, behaviour and relationships is performed in the
find class-and objects, attribute, services and the structure layer activities, respectively.
Coad/Yourdon uses the term Service for methods and talk about whole-part and gen-spec
structures for the aggregation and generalization relationships. An Instance Connection in
the method describes that an object send a message to another object. This is similar to
the association relationship.

Regarding placement of classes, attributes and behaviour the Coad/Yourdon method cap-
tures this by the structure layer activity in the design phase. The optimization of classes is
dealt with in the design phase, too. Regarding specification of behaviour this issue is not
addressed by the method.

In the method it is also possible to model the states of an object with an Object State Di-
agram. In the design phase the Coad/Yourdon method makes a further elaboration of the
analysis model, and treats the Human Interaction, Task and Data Management aspects of
the system to be developed. This work is mainly done through repeating the five activities
with an emphasis on each of the specific aspects.

The OMT method

The OMT method consists of three models, the object model, the dynamic model and the
functional model. The object model describes objects and classes, their attributes, meth-
ods and relationships. Relationships, such as association, aggregation and inheritance is
also captured. The process for developing the object model comprises of the following
steps: Identify objects and classes, Prepare a data dictionary, Identify association and ag-
gregation relationships, Identify attributes, Organize and simply classes using inheritance,
Verify access paths, Iterate and refine the model and finally, Group classes into modules.

Regarding identification of classes, attributes and behaviour OMT have specific steps for
each identification. Identification of relationships is covered by the Identify association
and aggregation relationships and Organize and simplify... steps. Other relationships in
the method are instantiation and metaclass. OMT does not explicitly addresses the place-
ment of classes, attributes and behaviour. But, in the step Organise and simplify classes
... this is addressed informally.
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The temporal interaction between actions is portrayed in the dynamic model. This model
focuses on showing external control rather then algorithmic behaviour or internal control.
It consists of events, states and operations and can be structured in a hierarchical
way.Typical interaction sequences are described by scenarios and then more formally us-
ing event-trace diagrams. The states of the objects are modelled through state diagrams
using Harel statecharts.

The specification of dynamic behaviour is captured by the event-trace diagrams.

The value transformations and data flow are modelled in the functional model which con-
sists of data flow diagrams.

The three models are developed separately during the analysis phase and they are integrat-
ed into the object model during the design phase. During the design phase the optimiza-
tion of classes is addressed.

Responsibility-Driven Design

The RDD working process is divided into two phases, the exploratory and the analysis
phases. The building blocks for analysis are classes, responsibilities and collaborations
which are identified the exploratory phase. Responsibilities of an object are all the serv-
ices it provides for all clients of the object. Collaborations represent requests from a client
to a server in fulfilment of a client responibility.The working steps are, read the require-
ments and identify candidate classes through identification of nouns, actions as candidate
responsibilities, and shared responsibilities as candidate collaborations between classes.
These finding are recorded on CRC (Class-Responsibility-Collaborator) cards.

A CRC card is used for describing a class, an object or a group of classes having similar
responsibilities. The card has three fields describing the name of the class or component,
its responsibilities, and its collaborators.

The results on the CRC cards are refine by grouping related classes together and finding
additional responsibilities by looking for relationships between classes such as inherit-
ance and aggregation.

In the analysis phase the steps are to refine the hierarchies, identify abstract and concrete
classes, construct contracts, build collaboration diagrams, identify subsystems. Finally,
the protocols for the classes are constructed. A contract describes the way in which a cli-
ent object can interact with a given server object. A contract between two classes repre-
sents a list of services an object of one class can request from an object from of the other
class. A service can be either the performance of some action, or the return of some infor-
mation. All of the services listed in a contract are the responsibilities of the server for that
contract.

Walk-throughs are used to conceptually test scenarios based on the system design and are
used to fine tune a design. The walk-throughs are usually carried out by team member role
playing the part of objects.

Identification of classes and behaviours take place in the exploratory phase but identifi-
cation of attributes is not addressed by the method. Relationships identification is per-
formed during the exploratory phase, too. The method also discuses placement of classes
and behaviour. Optimization of classes is addressed in the analysis phase. The specifica-
tion of behaviour is captured by the use of contracts and CRC cards.
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The Objectory method

The Objectory method differs from the other three methods in the way that it takes a more
holistic approach (i.e addresses the whole software life-cycle) to software development.
The methods consist of four processes, requirement analysis, design, implementation and
test. The requirement analysis and design processes are the two most relevant in this con-
text. The requirement analysis activities are Define the potential actors (an actor is the one
will use the system), Identify domain objects and relationships (a domain object is an ob-
ject in the problem domain), Find use-cases based on the requirements specification and
actors’ need, (a use-case is a flow of events in the system (similar to a scenario), including
the interaction with the surroundings (the actors)), Describe the use-cases in detail. The
design work consists of two main activities, Find the design object from the requirements
analysis model and Adjust the design model to the implementation environment. The first
activity includes Identification of design objects from the use-case descriptions and out-
lining of the design objects attributes, associations and behaviour. The distribution of the
use-cases behaviour to objects is also made here.

Identification of classes, attributes and relationships is made in the Identify domain ob-
jects and relationships activity in the requirement analysis process. The relationships cov-
ered are inheritance, acquaintance (association), consists-of (aggregate) and a communi-
cation association.The activity Define use-cases in combination with the distribution of
use-cases step in the Identification of design objects from use-cases... addresses the spec-
ification of behaviour and the latter also the specification of dynamic behaviour. In the
specification of dynamic behaviour interaction diagrams (similar to event-traces) are used
to describe the interaction. Placement of attributes and behaviour is dealt with in various
detail both in the requirement analysis and design processes. Regarding placement of
classes Objectory makes a distinction between semantic objects (domain objects), inter-
face objects (e.g user interface objects) and control objects (handled the control between
interface and domain objects). Optimization of classes is performed in the Adjust the de-
sign-model to the implementation environment activity.

Objectory differs to the other methods in that it address a number of aspects of software
development e.g testing, management issues. There are special sections about data-base
and real-time specializations of the method. The method have strong emphasis on tracea-
bility and product-oriented view on software development.

Some other new methods

Besides the new methods described in this paper some other new methods are Object-ori-
ented Systems Analysis (OSA)[Emb92], the Fusion method [Col94] and Champeaux et
al. [Cha93].

The OSA method is a model-based approach to system development and the method does
not contain any kind of process or activity steps. This will make it difficult to use in an
industrial setting but those who have a more theoretical interest can benefit from it.

Champeaux et al. and The Fusion method are similar to common definition of an object-
oriented method, see section 2, and they do not contribute with something real new.One
thing to note in the Fusion method is that in the analysis the object model is scoped down
to a system object model that excludes concepts in the object model outside the system
boundary. This is different from other methods which usually require the analyst to deter-
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mine the system boundary prior to object modelling. Champeaux et al. have in a number
of comparisons (e.g [Sou93]) been claimed as a book of an object-oriented method. How-
ever, the authors clearly state that the book is about how to put object-oriented key con-
cepts to work in software construction rather then being a method.

2.3  The Comparison

All of the well-known methods have been compared and evaluated in a number of inves-
tigations. Some of these comparisons and evaluations are presented in a condensed way
below. A subset of a comparison [Sou93] that describes the different techniques and con-
cepts used in the methods are presented in Table 1.

The OMT, Booch and Objectory methods all have techniques and modelling tools for the
majority of the comparison criteria. The three methods use different variants of interac-
tion diagrams to specify the dynamic behaviour and Harel Statecharts seems to be an uni-
versally accepted notation for modelling object states. It is only the Coad/Yourdon meth-
od that does not address a number of the criteria. Particularly the Coad/Yourdon method
does not address the dynamic aspects, such as specification of behaviour and object state
modelling.

Table 1: Techniques and Concepts used in the reference methods [Sou93]

OMT Booch Objectory
Coad/

Yourdon

Modelling of
User Behaviour

(Scenario) --- Use Case ---

Object
Collaboration

Event Trace Timing Diagram Interaction
Diagram

(Message
Connection)

Unidirectional
Relationships

Directed
Association

Uses Acquaintance
Relationships

---

Bidirectional
Relationships

Undirected
Association

Associations --- Instance
Connection

Strength of
the method

Analysis Design Requirement Simple

To Note Discussions in
OOA and OOD

Notation support
for concurrency

Holistic Approach
to Software
Development

Good
Introduction

System State State Model State Model State Model ---

Tool for State
Modelling

Harel
StateCharts

Harel
StateCharts

Harel
StateCharts

---

System Partition Subsystem Module, Subsystem Subsystem Subject
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Another comparison made by Fichman and Kemerer [Fic92] compares object-oriented
methods with conventional analysis and design methods. Here we present the results con-
cerning only the object-oriented methods (the Objectory method was not included in the
comparison), Table 2. The comparison by Fichman is based on the idea that the steps in
the comparison are the set of steps that exist in all the compared methods.

An evaluation and comparison of object-oriented analysis and design methods (not in-
cluding the Objectory method) can be found in [Cri92]. An evaluation is more interesting
then a comparison since there exist some kind of criteria and needs that has to be meet. In
a comparison we are more or less aiming to some kind of universal method that will fulfil
all possibly uses. However, in reality there are a quite narrow and specific type of appli-
cations that have to be developed.

The evaluation by Cribbs et al. was made to meet the needs of Alcatel network system’s.
These included that the method must support the C++ object model or be language inde-
pendent. Each methods in the evaluation was scored against a weighted evaluation matrix
that reflects Alcatel’s development priorities. The five categories were the static and dy-

Table 2: Common steps in the reference methods [Fic92]

Component Booch OMT Coad/Yourdon

Identification of
classes

Class diagram Class diagram Class and Objects
diagram layer 1

Identification of
attributes

Class diagram Class diagram Class and Objects
diagram layer 4

Identification of
operations

Class diagram Class diagram
State diagram
Data flow diagram

Class and Objects
diagram layer 5

Inheritance and
aggregation relation-
ship

Class diagram Class diagram Class and Objects
diagram layer 2

Specification of
dynamic behaviour
(e.g message pass-
ing)

Timing diagram Event trace diagram ---

Large-scale model-
ling partitioning

(Module diagram) --- ---

States and transi-
tions

State transition
diagram

State diagram Object state diagram
Service chart

Detailed logic for
operations

Operations template State diagram
Data flow diagram

Service chart

End-to-end process-
ing sequences

Timing Diagram Data flow diagram ---
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namic logical model, the physical model, notation and pragmatics/intangibles. Each of
this categories were further divided into subitems. We will in the Table 3 give the percent-
age of the maximal score for each method in each category.

The Booch method rank for the static logical model in the evaluation by Cribbs is
achieved through a high rating of the detailed descriptions of methods and its richness of
relationships. The rank of the OMT method for the dynamic logical models is based its
high score for transformational constructs (i.e the functional model). If the functional
model is not taken into account its even between Booch and OMT. The difference in no-
tation is not a major one since the differences between OMT and Booch are if the notation
is hand-drawable and the aspect of complete coverage. Concerning complete coverage the
better rank for OMT is due to the use of a separate functional model. The pragmatics and
intangibles score of the methods is of course a matter of subjective thoughts and the dif-
ferences are minimal.

The recommendation by Cribbs et al. was to select the OMT method with some extensi-
sions.Add the CRC card approach from Wirfs-Brock [Wir90] for the activity of finding
objects, extend the OMT class notation to include the C++ specific parts, private, protect-
ed and public for attributes and operations and add a section about rules (pre- and post-
condition and invariants) to the class symbol.

2.4  Weaknesses

All of the methods have weaknesses and are possible to improve. The primary identified
weaknesses for the Booch methods are the notation which is very complex and not suita-
ble to draw for hand. This is due to the detailed description level of the notataion.Since
the method uses a number of different diagrams there is also a risk that information can
be fragmented across various diagrams. The working process of the method is uncleared
defined which can make it difficult to use.

The major weaknesses of the Coad/Yourdon method are a primary focus on the data view,
which in turn is to simple, lack of a well-defined process, no real-time support. Also, the
method is intractable for large systems.

Table 3: Summary of the Alcatel Evaluation [Cri92]

Relative
weight

Booch OMT
Coad/

Yourdon
RDD

Static Logical Model 25% 84% 74% 53% 48%

Dynamic Logical Model 25% 68% 80% 71% 12%

Physical Model 10% 40% 40% 25% 0%

Notation 20% 79% 93% 80% 59%

Pragmatics/Intangibles 20% 74% 79% 72% 62%

% of Total 100% 73% 77% 64% 39%

Relative Rank --- 2 1 3 4
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Objectory main disadvantage is that it is complex to introduce in a company since it cover
the whole software life-cycle. Weaknesses identified are that the method is weak on ob-
ject modelling, some modelling constructs are missing. Another weakness is that the tran-
sition from analysis objects to design blocks (and the blocks classes) is not described in a
clear way which make it difficult to maintain the traceability.

One of the main problem with Objectory’s approach is that it “automatically” convert the
scenarios into objects (i.e control objects). “The control objects are normally found direct-
ly from the use cases.... we will assign one control object for each concrete use case (sce-
nario)”, p185 [Jac92]. This kind of control objects provides a client interface expressed in
objects outside the client’s problem domian.This does not conform to the object-oriented
way of thinking. It appears that this approach generates a number of classes (more then
necessary) which main purpose is to coordinate other objects. This is not in line with the
idea that an object should perform its own behaviour. Using the Objectory approach a
control object FileManager will handle the copying of a file instead of an instance of a
class File with a copy operation, which are a better object-oriented solution.

Weaknesses for the RDD method are an intractable notation for large projects and lack of
support for a dynamic model/real-time constraints.

OMT’s primary weakness is its lack of an explicit mechanism to capture timing con-
straints and real-time issues. There is also a high risk that information can be fragmented
across various diagrams and models.

A general observation is that the methods have weak support for how to start the model-
ling. It is only the Objectory method which makes it clear that the modelling starts with
scenario identification (use cases) as the first activity before class identification which are
the normal first activity.

The concept of dynamic binding is neglected in all object-oriented methods [Palm93] and
this a problem by reason of that the full potential of object-orientation comes with inher-
itance in combination with dynamic binding. Currently there are some fragments in the
existing methods that point towards the use of dynamic binding as a design element. The
notion of abstract classes is one step in the right direction. An abstract class is designed
with the intention to serve as a template for other, concrete, classes. Intentionally some
operations in the abstract class is left undefined to be defined in the concrete subclasses.
Most of the existing methods use the concept of abstract classes in the modelling.A prob-
lem with abstract classes is to catch the expected semantics of the undefined operations.
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3. Solution Based Modelling

3.1  Introduction

The Solution-Based Modelling method (SBM) is developed by Goldstein and Alger
[Gol92] and has it origins in the Macintosh software development community. SBM is
based on the idea that any software development project is a process of constructingmod-
els. The models consists ofelements, relationships among those elements, and frames.
Elements include natural world and program objects, categories and classes. The relation-
ship between a pair of elements can be structural  (e.g. membership, instance, container,
whole-part),behavioural (e.g. collaboration, creation, destruction) orcalibration (e.g.
implement, replace, same as). Frames are less formal and represent constraints and re-
quirements outside the model. We present an example of a frame taken from [Oey94]. The
figure describes a frame in the Reference Model for development of an SBM on-line da-
tabase that support the development process in SBM.

A Solution-Based Model consist of four differentplanes divided into elevenregions. Se
figure. The planes are theBusiness Plane, describing the way business runs today and the
way it will run with the new system in place, theTechnology Plane, representing a con-
ceptual model of the system, theExecution Plane, describing the objects that exists when
the system is executing and finally theProgram Plane, the system itself. This division in
four planes is similar to the partition made in Objectory. In Objectory the partition is made
in development phases models but each phase model includes a number of different mod-
els. So the Business Plane model in SBM is similar to that of the requirements model in
Objectory analysis model.

One thing that differs SBM from other methods is that the development phases are orthog-
onal to the introduced Planes. This is not the case in any of the methods in the reference
set. This implies that SBM have established its own completion criteria for each phase (
section 3.6).

For each plane there are three regions that will model theUser Interface, theContent
(functionality), and the surroundingEnvironment (e.g. databases). A similar partition

Developer

Scenarios

Summary
Cards

Relationships
Cards

SBM manual DB

SBM Documents

calibration

constuct
scenarios

index to
scenarios

calibrations
support

A frame example for an SBM on-line database application [Oey94]
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also exist in Objectory where the partition is made in three different kinds of objects, do-
main, control, and interface objects. This partition is made in the requirements model and
the three submodels are the Domain object model (c.f Content Region), Interface model
which is the union of the User Interface and Environment regions in SBM, and finally, the
Use Case model which has its counterparts in the scenario activities in the reference set.

However, the existence of three regions is not true for the Business Plane. This plane is
divided into two regions, theReference Model and theSolution Model. In order to know
your objectives with the system development, you must first understand the business as it
exists before automating the business with program systems. This is captured in the Ref-
erence Model. The Solution Model describes the way the business will run with the pro-
gram in place. .

3.2  The process

The development process in SBM consists of Analysis, Design and Programming phases.
Important to notice is it that work will be carried out in all the Planes during the different
phases. For example in the Analysis phase there will be some work done in the Execution
and Program Plane to test and prototype some ideas to ensure that the solutions ideas will
work. The SBM process thus includes iteration over phases and iteration between Planes.
The methods in the reference set all work in an iterative way between the phases only ex-
cept for Objectory, where the models are developed in a strict formal order and the itera-
tive approach is not applied between the different phases.

The work that will be performed in SBM development mainly consist of three processes
that will support the developer in his/hers activities.

The three principal processes in Solution-Based Modelling are:

1. Forming scenarios

2. Calibrating

3. Center-Periphery-Calibrate

Reference Model

User Interface
 Model

Content
Model

Environment
Model

User Interface Content
Architecture

Environment
ArchitechtureArchitecture

User Interface
Implemen-
tation

Content
Implemen-
tation

Environment
Implemen-
tation

Solution Model Business Plane

Technology Plan

Execution Plane

Program Plane

SBM Planes and Regions [Gol91]
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3.3  Forming Scenarios

Any useful system is complex enough so that it is not comprehensible in a single model.
People need to deal with a small piece at a time due to human cognitive limits and prac-
tical considerations. SBM therefore deal with small models calledscenarios, which col-
lectively make up the overall solution-based model. Each scenario has a single topic, gen-
erally consists of fewer then a half-dozen elements and a subset of their relationships in-
dependent of the overall model and other scenarios. Ideally, a scenario should be a gestalt,
a whole that is taken by the viewer as being more then just the sum of its parts. A melody
is an example of a gestalt. The musical notes do not mean anything, but when played one
after another, they form a melody.The concept is similar to the ones used in OMT and Ob-
jectory (use cases).

The concept of scenarios is well-known in object-oriented methods (e.g Booch, Jacobson
and Rumbaugh) but in SBM the developer is given a technique, Calibration, that will help
him/her to work with scenarios in an ordered way.

The scenarios have features such as identity, versions, author, date and a “To Do” list to
provide document control.A scenario can overlap in planes, regions, relationships etc. For
example the frame in the figure is used as the basis for forming scenarios in the reference
model.

A complex model is built by constructing sets of small scenarios, then combining, or syn-
thesizing, them. The result is a s single model together with a set of logically consistent
scenarios. The topics used to form new scenarios vary according to the type of scenario
and the planes and regions that are involved. In the Business Plane, the principal skill is
asking good questions and being a good listener. In the Technology Plane, analysis still
applies, but here experience with human interface guidelines also is needed.

EmpList

Pay Employee

Employee

Pay Yourself Compute Pay Print Check

Paycheck

Store Data Print
+

:

PayCheck Creation and Printing Scenario [Gol91]

Content Model
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3.4  Calibration

This process ensure consistency as new scenarios are added to the models. Since the
whole solution-based model are divided into planes, regions and scenarios they together
present multiple, overlapping views of different entities. To avoid differences between
and within the views the following three calibration techniques are used:

● Synthesis

This process takes two scenarios or a scenario and a model and creates a single model con-
sistent with both. This process expands the scope of the mode and maintains consistency
in the models.

● Correlating

This process ensures logical equivalence of those parts of the model that represents the
same thing in different ways. Specially, correlating ensures that a given plane is consistent
with the planes above and/or below and is therefore a useful tool for maintaining tracea-
bility.For example, in a pay-roll system where the responsibility for computing the sala-
ries is on the computer system in the Solution model the correlating activity ensures that
there will be a class in the Content Model that have the same responsibility, e.g. class Em-
ployee. Correlation is performed on two regions at a time. This give us ten possible com-
binations, which are the Reference Model and the Solution Model, the Solution Model
and the three regions in the Technology Plane, and from the Technology Plane and down
each region forms a pair with its own immediate plane above or below.

● Synchronizing

This process ensures that protocols are agreed to and followed for sending messages and
creating and destroying objects. With this technique consistency and completeness are as-
sured within the Execution Plane. This approach is different from the one used in OMT
since the calibration like work there is to map the dynamic and functional models to the
static object model. The calibration work in OMT is more a way to transform concepts
from different views of the system to concepts in the object model.

The Calibration technique is a new tool that has no counterpart in the reference set of OO
methods and this approach is a suitable one for maintaining traceability and for achieving
consistency in the different models and between the planes.

3.5  Center-Periphery-Calibrate

Center-Periphery-Calibrate (CPC) is the process followed to systematically explore the
problem, its solution, and the implementation of the solution. CPC is used within each
phase, each plane, and each region of the project. Whenever there is new material to be
explored, CPC provides an orderly way to proceed. The Center-Periphery-Calibrate proc-
ess is outlined by the following steps.

1. Pick a central topic

For example, parts of the problem that cause the greatest headache or that seem to have
the greatest potential for improvement, cornerstone techniques or technologies, without
which nothing can work.Selecting the definitive, most central of all central things is not
necessary. Using centrality is strategy, not a specific algorithm.

2. Blanket that topic with a scenarios
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In this step do not concern if some topics are lacked. Continue forming new scenarios,
sticking to the central topic, until it seems to be adequately covered. Do not be constrained
to one-dimensional thinking, scenarios can span regions and planes.

3. Synthesize the scenarios with each other

This probably suggest more scenarios and changes to the ones just formed.

4. Synthesize the scenarios with the model

Changes to scenarios and ideas for more new scenarios will result.

5. Correlate and synchronize what has been newly added to the model with other parts of
the model

Make sure that parts of the model represent the same thing. make sure that the responsi-
bilities have sufficient collaborators to be carried out.

6. Return to step 1 until all central topics have been exhausted, then start working out-
ward toward less central, or peripheral, topics, repeating the same sequence of steps.

For example in a pay-roll system there exist a number of concepts such as employee,
bank, salary, taxes etc. In the context of a pay-roll system the most central concept to start
working with is salary, followed by employee. Based on this we can start to create sce-
narios including these two concepts.

Less and less time will be spent on expanding the upper planes and more time on expand-
ing the lower planes. This correspond to a shift from a primary emphasis on analysis to a
primary emphasis on design and, eventually, programming. Peripheral topics are usually
chosen by picking up some aspects of the work already performed and saying, “What is
central to the stuff that is remaining?” or “What is central to expanding this topic I dealt
with earlier?”.

The CPC-process offers an ordered way to tackle a problem or any other difficulty
through using centrality as a strategy for further investigation of the problem area.

3.6  The Development phases

Analysis

The work in the Analysis phase is divided into two parts, work in the Business plane and
work in the Technology Plane and beyond.

The objectives of the work in the Analysis phase is to establish the scope of the project
and produce a work plan for completion of the remain work.

The work performed in the Business Plane mainly consists of three activities: business
modelling, conceptual design and prototyping. The business modelling activity creates
the Reference Model, which include a definition of the problem, and the Solution Mod-
el.Here the CPC process is used to build both the frame and the model and correlating
back to the frame all additions to the model. As scenarios are added, they are synthesized
to maintain the model.

The Solution Model focuses on the interaction of the computer with the users and is built
by pushing central issues of the Reference Model to the Solution Model. It is also build
by direct expansion of the Solution Model. As information is added to either model, cor-
relation is used to keep track of all changes to the business.
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The work in the Technology Plane in the analysis phase concerns objects in the Content,
User Interface and, Environment Models. In the Content Model we attempt to create met-
aphors for real-world objects, conceptual objects. E.g. payroll records kept manually be-
come employee objects that store their own data etc. Responsibilities are also assigned to
the objects in the Content Model. The responsibilities are assigned according to the fol-
lowing principles: limit responsibilities, limit data knowledge, limit implementation
knowledge, and limit relationships.
Correlation takes place across the planes of the SBM ensuring that each element is imple-
mented or replaced by elements in the planes below it. The use of Calibration will ensure
that we will not lost traceability between the Planes and thus it ensures traceability be-
tween the phases.

The User Interface Model is constrained by the Solution Model, other regions of the Tech-
nology Plane, the hardware platform etc. and here we also use prototype techniques for
the development of the user interface. In the Environment Model we encapsulate all in-
teractions between the Content Model and the external, non-user interface, environment.

However, it may be the fact that work are performed in the Execution and Programming
Plane. The basic reasons for this is prototyping or making progress while awaiting re-
views.

Since the Planes are orthogonal to the phases, we are performing work in all Planes in the
Analysis phase. The SBM method then have to introduce completion criteria for the phas-
es. In the Analysis phase the following completion criteria are defined. The Analysis
phase is completed when someone in authority certify that:

- The Business and Technology Plane represent the intended scope of the project and all
expansions of these Planes will be the result of calibrations from lower Planes. This
includes a necessary condition which states that dangling threads (e.g untreated scenar-
ios) in the Business and Technology Planes must be tied up, with the exception of
threads that can be resolved in lower-level Planes.

- The project schedule, resource allocation and estimates are credible.

- And finally, the Solution Model is fully correlated to the Reference Model and Tech-
nology Plane.

Design & Programming

In the Design most of the work are performed in the Execution Plane. Here we are de-
scribing the program objects more detailed, adding arguments and return values to oper-
ations, class libraries for user interfaces, persistence etc. are introduced.We spend a great
deal of attention to calibration with the planes above. A major concern is also synchroni-
zation, an object must exist before it can send or receive messages etc. We also use cor-
relation to ensure that all objects from the higher Planes are mapped into Execution Plane
objects. The priority order in this phase is to focus on the Content Architecture, followed
by the User Interface Architecture, and then the Environment Architecture. We are done
with the Execution Plane when the Technology Plane is fully correlated to it, when it is
synchronized, and when it covers all known sources of events.

The Design phase is considered completed when the following three conditions are met:

- - The Technology Plane has been completely correlated to the Execution Plane

- - The execution Plane is completely synchronized.
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- - The Execution Plane covers all known sources of events, from the user, the computer
system, or attached devices.

- - A credible project plan for completion of implementation exist.

In the Programming phase we take decisions regarding implementation of objects from
the Execution Plane using inheritance and other common techniques. The Programming
phase is considered complete when the program implements the scenarios of the Execu-
tion Plane and has been accepted by quality assurance and released for beta testing.

Summary

We can summarize the development process in SBM as the following:

In the analysis phase most effort is spent on the Business and Technology Planes. Work
done in the other Planes are primarily proof of concept and prototyping. In the Design
phase we are mainly working in the Execution Plane, with a great deal of calibration to
the Technology Plane and significant work in the Program Plane. We have to perform re-
visions in the Business Plane as a result of the calibrations and develop more sophisticated
prototypes in the Programming Plane. In the final Programming phase almost all works
are in the Program Plane, with calibration upwards.

3.7  Comments

The SBM methods supports the iterative and incremental development of object-oriented
software. One of its strengths is its emphasize on the Business Plane in the Analysis phase
where it develops one model for the current situation, the Reference Model, and another
one, the Solution Model, for the situation after the implementation of the program system.
This distinction is very clear and we support that idea.

SBM also makes it explicit that one have to divide the work into different areas, in SBM
the User Interface, the Content and the surrounding Environment. This is not covered in
most of the object-oriented methods. However, the fact is that we in practice do this divi-
sion of the work and we think it is good that SBM makes this explicit.

A major contribution from the SBM method is that is describes techniques for the devel-
oper how to work in the application development. It gives the developer two tools to use
when working with application development, Calibration techniques and the Center-Pe-
riphery-Calibrate (CPC) process.

The Calibration techniques makes it possible in a structured way to ensure consistency in
the different models and views of the system and to maintain traceability. It gives the de-
veloper a systematic way to work with scenarios.

The other tool, CPC, gives the developer a small handbook for how to systematically ex-
plore the problem and its solution. Start with a central topic, elaborate it, continue with a
less central topic, elaborate it, calibrate it with the previous topic etc.

The Calibration techniques and the Center-Periphery-Calibrate process are contributions
for object-oriented development that are missing in the reference set of methods.
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4. Business Object Notation

4.1  Introduction

Business Object Notation (BON) is an analysis and design method and technique de-
scribed in [Ner92] and in more detail [Ner94]. The method have its origin in the Eiffel
community and it take an approach to support the development of more reliable software
through emphasizing the concepts of Design by Contract described by Meyer [Mey92]].
The method clearly states that it is an analysis and design method and that it have to be
integrated with project management issues, quality assurance etc. in an organisation.

The method is divided into process steps. For each of the process steps there is a suite of
activity steps that can be applied to the process step. The activity steps are the same for
all the process steps. However, all the activity steps can not be applied in all the process
steps. The goal of the process steps is to produce deliverables.These deliverables consist
of various types of diagrams and are different for different process steps. For each of the
process steps the BON method also have established acceptance criteria.

4.2  The process steps

The process consist of the following steps

- Sketch the system borderline

- List candidate classes in problem domain

- Select classes and group into clusters

- Define classes

- Sketch systems behaviour

- Define public features and formal contracts

- Refine system

- Generalize

- Complete and review system

Steps 1-6 correspond to the analysis phase and the remaining three (step 7-9) correspond
to design.

Sketch the system borderline

This step is concerned with what is going to be modelled. Here the method discusses in
general terms what aspects of the problem area that should be modelled and what will be
the communication between the elements in the model and the external world. The step
also discusses topics such as the division of subsystems, user considerations and external
communication. The major output is a number of system charts that represent subsystems
or other groups of classes to be defined later. These more structured lists of desired system
functionality is derived from identified external communication and user metaphors. Oth-
er outputs are an event chart that describes events between the system and the external
world and scenario charts that describes object scenarios, i.e how objects interact with
each other.
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Finally, the method propose that a reuse policy must be established for the current devel-
opment project.

List candidate classes in problem domain

The general results from this process step are a first list of problem domain classes and a
glossary of technical terms and concepts.

Select classes and group into clusters

The output from this step are problem domain classes grouped into clusters and the first
version of a static architecture with inheritance and client relationships. Acluster is a
number of classes that are grouped together according to any grouping factor. See the fig-
ure for an example of a cluster described using a BONcluster chart. Regarding the rela-
tionships, the developers are supposed to think about high-level class properties (.e.g per-
sistence, generic classes) and identifying similarities and collaborations between classes.
The similarities are in terms of behaviour and will be inheritance relations and the collab-
orations are expressed as client relations. Different system views (i.e partitioning into
clusters) are also constructed. During the iterations some of the system views and clusters
gradually will evolve to a better model and the initial cluster charts and the set of static
diagrams are successively built.

Define classes

Taking the system charts, cluster charts and the object scenarios as a starting point, this
step will define each class in terms of the information it can be asked to return, the services

SYSTEM System Name

VERSION: INDEXING

Cluster Description

Ref:

System Chart

EVENTS System Name

VERSION: INDEXING

External (incoming)

Ref:

Event Chart (incoming)

Involved object types

EVENTS System Name

VERSION: INDEXING

Interrnal (outcoming)

Ref:

Event Chart (outcoming)

Involved object types

SCENARIOS System Name

VERSION: INDEXING

External (incoming)

Ref:

Scenario Chart

Involved object types

One Line Scenario
Description:
A few sectences
describing the
scenario a bit more

Different BON Charts [Ner94]
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it can be asked to provide and the general rules that must be obeyed by the class and its
clients.

This is done through translating the above to queries, which are functions that return in-
formation about the system state without changing it, commands which do not return any
information but may instead alter the state, and constraints listing rules to be obeyed for
each class chart.

A class glossary is created also, which describes mappings between problem domain ter-
minology and names used in classes.

Sketch systems behaviour

Here the work is focused on the dynamic model of the system. As a result of the first proc-
ess step, Delineate system borderline, there exist some initial event and scenario charts
that now will be refined. Creation charts are constructed in this step, which describe how
objects are created in the system (e.g creating new objects or by retrieving old persistent
objects). This will give a hint of where some of the scenarios starts and make it easier to
identify scenarios. The BON method discusses the OBA [Rub92] technique as one possi-
ble way to find scenarios. Another guideline given to the developer is to be familiar with
the research results in the field of man-machine interaction.

Define public features and formal contracts

The informal class descriptions in the class charts developed in the Define classes step
will now be translated into typed class interfaces with software contracts. A contract for
a class describes the conditions that an object must satisfy during its existence and the
contract also includes pre- and postconditions for each class operation. The preconditions
must be satisfied by the client of object otherwise the operation will not be performed. If
the precondition is satisfied the operation will perform its task and it will also guarantee
that the defined postconditions for the operations will be true. The contract idea is a way
to more formally specify the division of responsibilities between the server class and the
client class.The queries from step 4, Define classes, become functions which return infor-
mation, while the commands become procedures which may change the system state. The

CLUSTER Conference Program

VERSION: INDEXING

Class Description

Ref:

1.0

SESSION A sceduled technical event at the conference

PRESENTATION A technical contribution submitted for
presentation at a conference

PAPER A submitted article describing research
results or experience in the field

TUTORIAL A submitted short course on a timely
subject related to the conference theme

REVIEW A formal asessment of a contributed article
by a qualified technical reviewer

STATUS Current status of a submitted contribution
(accepted, rejected, final version etc. )

A Cluster Chart Example for a Conference System [Ner94]
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constraints translate into pre - and postconditions on operations and class invariants for
whole classes. The signature of each public operation is also specified in detail. We give
an example of a software contract generated by the Eiffel system for a put-operation on a
Dictionary class.There also exist graphical notations which are a bit tricky to draw.

class interface DICTIONAY [ ELEMENT ] feature ;

put( x: ELEMENT; key: STRING) is
-- insert x so it’s accesible through key
require

count <= capacity;
not key.empty

ensure
has(x);
item(key) = x;
count = old count + 1

... interface specifications of other features
invariant

0 <= count ; count <= capacity
end class interface - DICTIONARY

Example of a software contract [Man93]

Refine system

This step begins the design process in BON and will include a repetition of many activities
already performed for the analysis classes, now applied to the new design classes. The
techniques for finding new abstractions, elaborating old ones, refining the class relation
structure and adding more contracts used in the analysis phase are all used in this step also.

The output from this step are new design classes with detailed interfaces, specification of
private features, new class relations, more detailed contracting conditions and refined
clustering. The dynamic model will eventually be complemented with more design ori-
ented scenarios and here will decisions about GUI packages be taken. Some effort for con-
sistency checking between the static model and the dynamic scenarios is also needed.

Generalize

Here the BON method makes a distinction between two types of generalisations. The first
kind will make the current system smaller, easier to understand or more efficient. The oth-
er kind of generalization is an investment for the future by yielding a more robust system.

One idea proposed is to have a fully separate generalisation phase applied to the product
directly after release and acceptance by the customer. This will not interfere with the or-
dinary project time schedules and the staff still remember the product. This is of course
closely connected to the decisions about reuse policies for the project taken in the first
step.

Complete and review system

This step includes a lot of consistency checking and production of the final documenta-
tion. A final review is performed on the classes to see if any are redundant. The event
charts creation charts and objects scenarios is considered once again to be sure that all be-
haviour are captured. The software contracts are reviewed and checked for consistency
both for classes and operations.
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4.3  The standard activities

The standard activities in BON will be applied in each process step. There will of course
be variations of the importance and applicability of each of the activity steps in the differ-
ent process steps. The activities are

● Finding classes

● Classifying

● Clustering

● Defining class features

● Selecting and describing objects scenarios

● Working out contracting scenarios

● Assessing reuse

● Indexing and documenting

● Evolving the system architecture

Finding classes

The importance of names and the naming of classes is discussed. Regarding abstract
classes BON argues that the abstract operations should have strong postconditions which
will restricts the semantics of the subclassed versions of the abstract class. This will en-
sure that the important principles captured still apply in the subclasses. Another guideline
is to always seek for abstractions that do at least a little more then solving the present
problem. But the most important principle to obey regarding abstractions is to not mix
separate abstractions in the same class.

The method recommend that a class should always be complete in the sense that enough
operations are provided to use all aspects of the underlying abstraction. For example, if a
class have an insert operation, it must have a corresponding remove operation. Another
principle is to design a set of orthogonal primitive features which are sufficient to guar-
antee completeness of the class, but which are also necessary in the sense that they cannot
easily be expressed in terms of each other.

BON give some guidelines when an operation should be implemented as a class. The cri-
teria suggested is taken from [Halb87] and indicate when a new class may be created.

- The behaviour can be shared and reused by more then one class

- The behaviour is complex and difficult to relate naturally to an already existing class

- The behaviour is very specialized and even if it could be related to an existing class only
some clients of that class will want to use it.

Classifying

This activity simply consists of combining classes into relationships such as inheritance
and aggregation. It also discusses situations when the inheritance or the aggregate rela-
tionship will be applied.
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Clustering

Cohesion and coupling is discussed as principles for guiding the definition of the clusters.
One example given to decrease the dependencies between clusters is to collect all exter-
nally accessible features of the cluster into one class. This is the same as the Glue Design
Pattern [Gam92].

Defining class features

Here choosing names, signatures and writing constraints for the features will be per-
formed. The classifying and clustering activities work hand in hand with this activity

Selecting and describing objects scenarios

The way of finding representative objects scenarios is described in a systematic approach
in BON. The approach is derived from [Goul88, Marm93]. Briefly the approach can be
described by the following list

- Determine technical and organizational conditions for the scenario

- Identify the task to be supported

- Describe in detail and concretely one common simple task, one common complex task
and one rare but difficult and critical task

- For each of these tasks, describe the scene, the actors, who does what and important
events

- Describe in detail how the users might use the system

- Analyse the scenarios and adapt the system support to derived requirements

- Repeat with new situation and new tasks

Working out contracting scenarios

Since the BON method focuses on the theory of software contracting this is considered as
a step on its own. A detailed description can be found in [Mey92].

Assessing reuse

Here BON discusses the need for a changed attitude, both for managers and developers,
that it is possible to reuse more then source code for classes. In no one of the methods in
the reference set, there are concrete or explicitly mentioned guidelines for developing for
reuse or developing with reuse.

Indexing and documenting

This activity is connected to the reuse activity. The argumentation for make this step an
step of its own, is that it is necessary to document both classes and other documentation
properly to make it easier to reuse the software. Together with the documentation for each
software artifact there should be an index clause where searchable keywords will be writ-
ten. This for make it easier to search for reusable components in the future.

Evolving the system architecture

This step is described in a more informal way and the authors discusses some general prin-
ciples for evolving a system architecture.Avoidance of premature abstractions is consid-
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ered as one possible trap for the developers. For example, it is better to use successively
specialisation and generalization of the concepts then to develop to much to soon. They
also argue that many useful abstractions can be derived from the implementation. This
since most abstractions are not born in the final form, but rather evolve gradually. Library
design is considered and discussed and the method propose to put strong preconditions on
the operations in the library classes. This will make it possibly to identify unsuccessful
reuse of the library classes early. The BON method especially mention polymorfism and
dynamic binding as important issues to utilize in the development. The issue of polymor-
fism as an neglected concept in current object-oriented methods has also been discussed
in discussed in [Pal93].

4.4  Comments

The BON method makes a division of the development process into nine process steps
and nine activity steps that can be applied to each process step. This looks good, but the
method have no news to the OO development except for the idea of software contracts.
The process and activity steps are all described in vague terms and it is hard to find out
some concretely. The method says that it emphasis reuse but the steps describing the reuse
concepts does not give any useful guidance for development for or with reuse.

The main contribution from the BON method is the concept of software contracts.
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5. Object Behaviour Analysis

5.1  Introduction

Object Behaviour Analysis (OBA) is an analysis methods developed at ParcPlace systems
and is described by Rubin and Goldberg in [Rub92]. The OBA method is part of a larger
process. This larger process is however not described.The approach taken by OBA em-
phasizes the understanding of what takes place in the system, the systems behaviour. After
that the method assign these behaviours to parts of the system and try to understand who
initiates and who participates in the these behaviors.These two kinds, the initiators and the
participants, help us understand the roles of different aspects of the a system and which
parts of the system that must take responsibility for providing services. Initiators and par-
ticipants that play significant roles are recognized as objects, and are assigned the behav-
ioural responsibilities for these roles.

5.2  The Process

The OBA process consists of the following five steps:

- Setting the context for analysis

- Understanding the problem by focusing on behaviours

- Defining objects that exhibit behaviours

- Classifying objects and identifying their relationships

- Modelling system dynamics

The OBA method can be characterized as an iterative approach with multiple entry points.
In this section the steps are described in sequence, but the steps are supposed to be used
iteratively, within a single part of an project, and in parallel, on multiple parts of a project.

The first step “Setting the Analysis Context” is quite unusual for object-oriented methods.
The step consist of identify goals and objectives, appropriate resources for analysis, core
activity areas, and a preliminary analysis plan. Carrying out these substeps forms the
foundation for the context in which we carry out the analysis. This step is mostly found
in methods concerning project management. However, a similar step can be found in
[Gol91]. In the reference set of methods Objectory address some of these topics in the re-
quirement analysis model. From an object-oriented point of view the most interesting sub-
steps are to identify core activity areas, which are the areas that require analysis, and to
generate as preliminary analysis plan, which establishes priorities and makes estimates for
time and resources for the core activity areas.

The second step is “Start To Understand the Domain”. What are the system supposed to
do, and for whom and with whom is it supposed to do it. The basic idea is to specifyuse
scenarios.The concept of scenarios is well-known in the field of object-oriented methods
(e.g [Boo90], [Rum91]. Interesting to notify is that the second generation of object-ori-
ented analysis methods have put the emphasizes on creating scenarios as the first activity.
Other examples of methods using scenarios are Solution-Based Modelling [Gol91] and
Objectory [Jac92]. In OBA as in other analysis methods the sources for obtaining scenar-
ios are users, domain experts, documentation etc. The approach suggested by OBA is to
use structured interviewing techniques.
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This shift of focus (scenario identification) is an improvement when to start building ob-
ject-oriented applications since it gives the developer a view of what is needed in a sys-
tem. However, the concept of scenarios should not be the leading star for all the develop-
ment phases in a method. This since the scenario describes dynamic behaviour which is
more likely to change then the underlying concepts that are represented by the classes and
are described in the object model.

The OBA method usesscripting and a special script notation (i.e a tabular form) to cap-
ture use scenarios. The basic idea behind a script is directly related to object-oriented sys-
tems. There are collections of entities in the system, each of which provides a set of well-
defined services that may be used by other entities. Work gets done when one entity com-
municates with another entity to notify that an event has taken place, to provide informa-
tion etc. The OBA scripts are designed to capture this information in the context of a par-
ticular use scenario that defines a sequence of service requests in order to accomplish
some overall task.

A contract in OBA is an agreement between two entities such that one entity will utilize
(invoke) a service provided by the other. This definition is similar, but not identical, to
other definitions of contracts in the literature [Wir90] and [Mey92]. Twoparties is in-
volved in the contract. Theinitiator  is the party responsible for invoking the service of
another party and theparticipant  is the party that provides the service.

We interpret the first row in the table to mean that in the execution of the use scenario,
thing1 wants to interact with thing2 and, in particular, it wants to notify thing2 that some-
thing has taken place in the system. Note that a service is not a reaction of the participant
to an initator’s action. Rather, it is a specification of what interface the participant must
provide in order for the contract to be fulfilled.

We give a short example describing the selection of a graphical object in an application.
The first action in the example indicates that a User (initiator) selects theRectangle of the
GraphicApplication. Notice the content of the service column: select a graphical object.
In order for the User to select theRectangle from the GraphicApplication, it must be the
case that the GraphicApplication provides a service to select a graphical object.

A script includes a number of rows, see table, and other informations such as Name or
identifier, Author, Version, Pre- and Postconditions and a trace to a goal, objective or an-
other script. A Precondition for the example script could be that the GraphicApplication
exists and is displayed and a Postcondition that GraphicApplication is modified.The Pre-
and Postcondition is useful later when generating the full system dynamic model and in

Initiator Action Participant Service

thing1 notifies thing2 thing2 can be notified

thing1 provides info to thing2 thing2 can accept info

Initiator Action Participant Service

User select theRectan-
gle

GraphicApplication select a graphical object

User set colour to red theRectangle set colour
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determine relationships among the scripts. Once a script is completed, interviews or other
sources are consulted to make sure all terms are meaningful.

The reference set of methods (e.g [Boo90] and [Rum91] addresses the scenario concept
but they do not treat the break-down of the scenarios into objects so formally. This mainly
since they take the static object model as the starting point for the scenario activities. In
Objectory [Jac92] however the scenarios (use cases) have the same dignity as in OBA.

When creating scripts this often introduces a new terminology. To handle this the OBA
method includes substeps for creating glossaries for parties, services and attributes. The
parties glossary describes, the party and its definition, traces and the role the party plays
(e.g initiator, participant or both). There may also be a need for an alias table as a mean
to reduce the number of parties. The service glossary describes the service, its definition,
participant and traces.The final substep is to derive the attributes of each party in the script
in a table.

The next step in OBA is “Defining Objects”. Based on the work in the previous step, use
scenarios described as scripts, scripts that are linked together and identification of a
number of parties that act as either initiators, participants or both. We can now select the
parties that should be objects. Based on the definition of object, we conclude that parties
that are not participants are not also objects. Any other party have to be considered as a
potential objects. After this selection OBA uses a variant of CRC cards [Wir90] which is
expanded with information from the generated tables in previous steps. This card, the Ob-
ject Modelling Card, contains the following information:

- Name of the object

- Names of the objects from which attributes and services are inherited

- Information and behaviour added by the object

- Attributes identified with the object

- Services provided by the object

- Card trace
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In the fourth step, “Classifying Objects and Identifying Relationships” the OBA method
describes the contractual relationships among the objects. This serves two purposes, first
it makes it possible to derive the relationships between this object and other objects in the
system, and secondly it avoids errors that result when one object expects a service of an-
other, but no object has taken responsibility for that service. When the contractual rela-
tionships are described it is time to apply what OBA callreorganization techniques. The
reorganization techniques are different variants of abstractions, specializations and fac-
torizations. These techniques will generate inheritance and other relationships and thus
generate new objects and Object Modelling Cards. The traces for the old objects and the
new objects are maintained in the Object Modelling Cards.

Up to this point, OBA have dealt with static views of the system that are analysed. The
views identify the structure of the system at single point in time, what behaviours the sys-
tem contains, which objects are responsible for these behaviours, and any relationships
among objects.

The last step in OBA is concerned with modelling system dynamics. Our system will car-
ry out behaviours in response to events, in a prescribed order. Object states, events and
the order in which behaviour occurs must be clearly represented. The first activity in this
step is to describe states associated with each object, define the states properly and gen-
erate a state definition glossary for each object. Next substep is to determine the life cycle
of each object for which it exists a state definition glossary. The life cycle describes how
an object moves from state to state in response to events. The question that will be raised
is How do we find events? The answer is the scripts. Scripts are groupings of activities
that can be viewed as singular events. So, using scripts as events, and Pre- and Postcon-
ditions clauses as state definitions, we are able to construct the life cycle of a given object.
In the last substep, OBA determine the sequencing of operations (flow of control). The
goal is to capture the true constraints on ordering for the flow of control. This is necessary
so that the designers understand what is required and what is optional. Here it is possible
to use an existing notation such as Statecharts. The notation diagram is associated with
each script such that the diagram describes the ordering of the activities in the script.

Name of Object : Rectangle

Inherits From :  GraphicalObject

Version : 1.0
Attributes/
Logical Properties

Traces

Provided Services Traces

Card Trace :

thickness

colour

setcolour

resize

An Object Modelling Card
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5.3  Comments

The Object Behaviour Analysis (OBA) method support the iterative development of ob-
ject-oriented analysis. We are positive to the way the method address and emphasizes the
scenarios in the analysis.This shift of focus (scenario identification) is an improvement
when to start building object-oriented applications since it gives the developer a view of
what is needed in a system. As a developer one has to be aware of the fact that a scenario
describes dynamic behaviour which is more likely to change then the underlying concepts
(classes). However, there are reasons to doubt if it is possible to scale up this technique to
larger systems.

A significant contribution compared to the first generation of object-oriented methods is
the way OBA explains the relation between scenarios and the object-oriented system that
will be developed. We recommend the use of scripting and the concepts of initiator and
participants as a mean to identify objects. The main disadvantage we see is the methods
extensive use of tables for glossaries, scenarios etc. Here we identify a need for a tool or
a more readable technique.
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6. Conclusions
We see that the new methods represent a change of focus from identifying objects and
classes to identifying scenarios as the first activity for object-oriented system develop-
ment. This shift of focus (scenario identification) is an improvement when to start build-
ing object-oriented applications since it gives the developer a view of what is needed in a
system.The change also raises a need for techniques that split a scenario into objects and
classes.

The Objectory method is the one that have the largest focus of scenarios (i.e use-cases) of
today’s object-oriented methods. The problem with Objectory’s approach is the “auto-
matic” conversion of scenarios into objects (i.e control objects). This does not conform to
the object-oriented way of thinking an it appears that this approach generates a number of
classes (more then necessary) which main purpose is to coordinate other objects.

The Object Behaviour Analysis method address the problem of splitting a scenario into
objects and classes with its scripting technique. The identified behaviour is assigned to
initiators and participants (objects) which play different roles in the system. This will help
in the understanding of which parts of the systems that need to take responsibility for pro-
viding the services.

When using scenarios as an initial step you will probably be overwhelmed with a huge
number of scenarios that You have to bring in order. The Calibration technique in the
SBM method can be used to derive, through a synthesis of the scenarios, an object model
that become more and more mature.

The use of the Calibration technique in SBM strongly supports the concept of traceability
from analysis to programming code since no scenario or object will be untreated in this
process. Objectory have an emphasize on traceability but their transition from analysis
objects to design blocks (and the blocks classes) is described in a unclear way which make
it difficult to see if there really are traceability.

Another problem which often occur when starting to model a new application is where to
start the modelling. Here the SBM methods offers a systematic approach via its Center-
Periphery-Calibrate process which gives the system developer a guiding how to explore
the given problem.

The emphasize on iteration in object-oriented development have made it harder to decide
weather a phase is completed or not compared to a waterfall method approach. None of
the existing methods give support for this decision. Here SBM presents a solution with
the introduction of Planes. Since the Planes are not equal with a phase, work can be per-
formed on different Planes simultaneously and when all work are performed in a Plane a
phase is considered completed and there have also been some work performed in the other
Planes

The issue of reliability is unusually well-addressed by the BON method through its sche-
matic use of software contracts (which model invariants, post- and preconditions) for
classes and operations, compared to all other methods.

No methods addresses the aspect of designing dynamic binding but there exist some signs
such as abstract classes and contracts but more work must be done to utilize the reuse po-
tential.
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